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brane-coated nanoparticles:
a promising anti-tumor bionic platform

Qiuyan Guo, a Shengmei Wang,a Rubing Xu,a Yingnan Tang*b and Xinhua Xia *a

Nanoparticle (NP) drug delivery systems have shown promise in tumor therapy. However, limitations such

as susceptibility to immune clearance and poor targeting in a complex intercellular environment still exist.

Recently, cancer cell membrane-encapsulated nanoparticles (CCM-NPs) constructed using biomimetic

nanotechnology have been developed to overcome these problems. Proteins on the membrane surface

of cancer cells can provide a wide range of activities for CCM-NPs, including immune escape and

homologous cell recognition properties. Meanwhile, the surface of the cancer cell membrane exhibits

obvious antigen enrichment, so that CCM-NPs can transmit tumor-specific antigen, activate

a downstream immune response, and produce an effective anti-tumor effect. In this review, we first

provided an overview of the functions of cancer cell membranes and summarized the preparation

techniques and characterization methods of CCM-NPs. Then, we focused on the application of CCM-

NPs in tumor therapy. In addition, we summarized the functional modifications of cancer cell

membranes and compiled the patent applications related to CCM-NPs in recent years. Finally, we

proposed the future challenges and directions of this technology in order to provide guidance for

researchers in this field.
1 Introduction

Cancer is a leading cause of human death worldwide,1 accord-
ing to the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC),
there were approximately 19 million new cancer cases and
almost 10 million cancer deaths in 2020.2 New cancer cases are
expected to increase by 47% in 2040 compared to those in 2020.3

With this growing global burden, cancer prevention has become
one of the most signicant public health challenges of the 21st
century. Current cancer treatments mainly include surgical
interventions, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy. However, each
therapy has limited efficacy in treating cancer. For instance,
surgical resection cannot be applied to all patients, and it oen
results in incomplete removal of tumor tissue and a high
recurrence rate.4,5 Radiotherapy and chemotherapy, while tar-
geting fast-growing cancer cells, may also harm normal tissues.6

Tumor recurrence and metastasis remain challenging, espe-
cially for patients diagnosed with advanced disease.7 Therefore,
alternative treatment methods are needed. In the last 20 years,
the use of nanoparticles (NPs) in nanomedicine has advanced,
offering new potential strategies for cancer treatment and
diagnosis.8,9 Compared to conventional anti-cancer drugs,
nanocarriers have shown better drug solubility, improved drug
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bioavailability, and a prolonged blood circulation time. First-
generation nanomedicines, such as the liposomal formulation
of adriamycin (Doxil®/Caelyx®) and NP albumin-bound pacli-
taxel (Abraxane®), have been clinically used for decades as the
rst-line treatment for Kaposi's sarcoma and metastatic breast
cancer, respectively.10 However, conventional NPs are limited in
vivo by various physiological and cellular barriers, such as the
systemic circulation, tumor microenvironment (TME), cell
membranes, cellular internalization, and intracellular trans-
port,11,12 which they must penetrate to reach the desired tumor
sites.13 Statistical analysis has shown that the targeting accu-
mulation efficiency of NPs in solid tumors is only 0.7%.14

Although the targeting inefficiency can be offset by increasing
the drug dose, this oen causes severe toxicity.

To address these issues, researchers introduced polyethylene
glycol (PEG) to the nanocarriers to enhance systemic circula-
tion. The principle is that the conjugated PEG chains form
a hydrophilic corona on the NP surface, reducing the contact of
the NP with plasma proteins as a result of spatial site resistance.
This avoids uptake by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) and
increases the blood circulation time of the NP.15 To improve
tumor targeting, a variety of ligands such as folic acid, peptides
or antibodies are further modied on the surface of NPs. Ligand
modication offers several benets in tumor targeting,
including improved uptake and internalization of nanocarriers
by target cells,16,17 enhanced penetration into tumor tissues,18

and selective modulation of specic receptor-mediated
signaling pathways.19,20 While both strategies offer signicant
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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advantages in enhancing nanocarrier functionality, other chal-
lenges remain. Studies of PEG-associated immune responses
have reported that injecting partially PEGylated NPs into mice
produces PEG-specic IgM antibodies that bind to subse-
quently administered PEGylated NPs, leading to enhanced liver
uptake and eliminating the expected long circulation time
properties.21,22 Therefore, the immune response to PEG strongly
limits its use as a PEGylated drug carrier. In addition, when NPs
enter the body, blood proteins adsorb onto NP surface, forming
a protein barrier that hinders the interaction between the ligand
and its target, resulting in lower targeting efficiency in vivo
compared to that in vitro.23 Increasing the ligand density
generally improves cellular uptake.24 However, this relationship
Fig. 1 The multiple biological functions of cancer cell membrane-coa
membrane surface interacts with signal-regulated protein alpha (SIRP
macrophages, which allows them to escape from macrophage phagoc
CCM-NPs to target homologous cancer cells. (C) CCM-NPs deliver c
specifically take up tumor antigens on CCM-NPs, and mature DCs act a
activation and proliferation of the latter, which can then initiate tumor c
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is not linear, and having too many ligands on an NP surface can
reduce the targeting and receptor-binding abilities.25,26 Addi-
tionally, the high affinity between the ligand and the receptor
creates a “binding site barrier” that negatively affects the tissue
penetration ability of NPs.27

The ultimate goal of using NPs is the successful delivery of
therapeutic agents to the tumor tissue, which requires high
tumor targeting and an extended circulation time. In 2011,
Zhang et al.28 reported a new drug carrier consisting of biode-
gradable polymeric NPs wrapped in natural red blood cell (RBC)
membranes. Compared to PEGylated NPs, the elimination half-
life (t1/2) of RBC membrane encapsulated NPs was prolonged by
more than 2-fold. Since then, cell membrane coating NPs has
ted nanoparticles (CCM-NPs). (A) During systemic delivery, CD47 on
a) receptors on macrophages, sending a “don't eat me” signal to
ytosis. (B) CCM-NPs retain homotypic adhesion molecules, allowing
ancer cell surface antigens to immature dendritic cells (DCs), DCs
s specialized antigen-presenting cells (APCs) to T cells, stimulating the
ell death by detecting antigens on the tumor.
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garnered considerable attention.29,30 The cell membrane is the
basic component of the cell, multiple cellular functions, such as
cell–environment interactions, self-recognition, and signal
transduction are regulated by cell membranes.31 By directly
transferring the cell membrane onto the NP surface, all bio-
logical components are retained on the nal wrapped NP, giving
the NP specic functions akin to those of the source cell
membrane.32 To date, a wide range of cell membranes,
including RBC, cancer cell, white blood cell, stem cell, bacterial,
and platelet membranes have been employed to modify NPs
surfaces.33–35 Compared to other cell types, although cancer cells
are notorious, they are easy to culture in vitro and obtain
membrane materials. Cancer cell membrane-encapsulated NPs
(CCM-NPs) possess multiple biological functions (Fig. 1) and
are commonly employed as nanocarriers. Firstly, cancer cell
membranes express the Cluster of Differentiation 47 (CD47)
protein on their surface, which interacts with a receptor called
signal-regulated protein alpha (SIRPa) on macrophages,
sending a “don't eat me” signal to the macrophages and thereby
protecting themselves from engulfment.36 Therefore, CCM-NPs
can achieve immune escape.37,38 In addition, cancer cell
membranes are rich in cellular adhesion molecules, such as E-
cadherin, N-cadherin, EpCAM, Thomsen–Friedenreich (TF)
antigen, galectin-3, which are involved in intercellular interac-
tions, cell adhesion and migration, and homotypic cell
recognition.39–42 The rst studies in this branch showed that
CCM-NPs are taken up by tumor cells 40 and 20 times more
efficiently than erythrocyte membrane-coated NPs and naked
NPs, respectively.43 Moreover, adding a cancer cell membrane
coating to NPs increased their stability and reduced the
adsorption of serum proteins onto the NPs surface.44 Interest-
ingly, the cancer cell membrane surface exhibits signicant
antigen enrichment. Dendritic cells (DCs) specically uptake
tumor antigens, and mature DCs serve as professional antigen-
presenting cells (APCs) to initiate different subpopulations of
antigen-specic T cells, enabling a comprehensive attack on
tumor cells.45 In recent years, CCM-NPs have been widely used
in the treatment of many types of tumors.46–49

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive review of recent
CCM-NPs research, including the preparation, characterization,
and applications of CCM-NPs in tumor therapy. We also
summarize the surface modication methods of CCM-NPs, and
nally discuss the challenges and prospects of developing this
technology.
2 Preparation of CCM-NPs

CCM-NPs synthesis involves three steps: (1) extracting the
cancer cell membrane, (2) preparation of the NP core, and (3)
fusing the membrane with the NP core (Fig. 2).
2.1 Extraction of cancer cell membrane

Membrane extraction involves the removal of intracellular
components while preserving all functional membrane surface
proteins. To prevent protein denaturation, all cell membrane
extractions are conducted in an ice bath. Cell membrane
10610 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
extraction from source cells involves cell separation, lysis,
centrifugation, and membrane harvesting. Initially, a sufficient
number (200–300 millions) of tumor cells are cultured in vitro,
washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and lysed in
a hypotonic solution. Divalent ions such as MgCl, KCl are
typically added to the hypotonic lysis solutions to preserve
membrane stability and minimize functional proteins loss.50,51

Subsequently, the cells in the solution are broken down using
homogenization or freeze–thaw methods.52,53 The resulting
solution is then differentially centrifuged to eliminate the
nucleus and other organelles, leaving behind the cell
membrane.54 Finally, the membrane can be microextruded
through polycarbonate membranes of varying pore sizes to
obtain vesicles of the desired size.55 Typically, these extracted
cell membranes are stored at 4 °C or−80 °C, and the lyophilized
membranematerial is rehydrated in ultrapure water or PBS with
a pH of 7.4 before use.53,56,57
2.2 Preparation of NP cores

NP cores serve as the core components of CCM-NPs, and their
intrinsic properties enhance the functionality of CCM-NPs for
diagnostic, drug delivery, and therapeutic applications. Ideally,
NPs are spherical or non-spherical particle dispersions with
a particle size ranging from 10 to 200 nm.58 This ensures that
they are small enough to extravasate from tumor vasculature
while being large enough to avoid leakage into renal capil-
laries.59 Therefore, the type, size, and shape of the nano core as
well as the choice of surfactant play critical roles in determining
the nature of NPs.

2.2.1 Core size. Typically, NPs can enter cells through
multiple endocytic pathways, including clathrin-mediated
endocytosis, vesicle-mediated endocytosis, and phagocytosis.60

Although endocytosis uptake is prevalent for most NPs, its
efficiency depends largely on the size of the NPs. The size of NPs
signicantly affects their circulatory half-life, cell uptake, and
tumor penetration.

It has been shown that particles in the range of 50–200 nm in
diameter are selectively internalized by cells through clathrin-
mediated endocytosis, with enhanced permeability and reten-
tion, while avoiding elimination.61 However, this is only an
optimal range and different types of NPs or acting cells may
produce different therapeutic effects. For example, in the Peretz
et al. study, the uptake of 90 nm gold NPs in neck cancer cells
(A431) was stronger than that of 5, 30, and 150 nm NPs.62 In
another study, spherical mesoporous silica NPs with a diameter
of 50 nm showed the highest cellular uptake in HeLa cells.63 The
optimal size can therefore be determined depending on the type
of NPs or the therapeutic purpose, but some factors are broadly
applicable. For example, NPs smaller than 100 nm or even as
low as 5 nm can enhance the penetration ability of tumors
compared to large-sized particles.64,65 However, the renal ltra-
tion barrier as a whole has an effective size cutoff of about
10 nm, and NPs smaller than 10 nm are rapidly cleared by the
kidney.66 On the other hand, NPs larger than 200 nm in diam-
eter can activate the body's reticuloendothelial ltration system
and be rapidly cleared from the bloodstream before eventually
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 General preparationmethod of CCM-NPs. Cancer cell membranes are extracted and then wrapped around a synthetic nanomaterial core
by extrusion, sonication, microfluidic electroporation, or flash nanocomplexation techniques.
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accumulating in the liver and/or spleen.67 Whereas particles
larger than about 4 mm may get trapped in the smallest capil-
laries of the body.68 Therefore, to maximize tumor accumula-
tion, both the ability of NPs to effectively penetrate the tumor
tissue and the long blood circulation time are required. This
can be achieved by optimizing the preparation parameters in
practical experiments.

2.2.2 Core shape. In addition to the size of the NPs, their
shape also affects their circulation, targeting ability, and tissue
penetration. Spherical NPs are more commonly used due to
their simple geometry. With the advancement of nano-
fabrication technology, various shapes of NPs with unique
geometric, physical, and chemical properties have emerged in
recent years.

For instance, NPs with a disc shape are more likely to
migrate towards the vessel wall and establish greater interaction
with vascular endothelial cells.69 Cylindrical lamentous
micelles were effective in evading nonspecic uptake by the
RES, allowing for continuous circulation for up to one week
aer intravenous injection.70 Among NPs larger than 100 nm,
rod-shaped particles exhibited the highest uptake against
human cervical cancer epithelial (HeLa) cells, followed by
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
spheres, cylinders, and cubes.71 A recent study compared three
shapes of gold NPs including nanoshells, nanocages, and
nanorods, all approximately 45 nm in size, to evaluate their
delivery effect on small interfering RNA (siRNA) in tumor cells.
It was observed that all three types of NPs were internalized by
the cells, however, nanoshells and nanocages demonstrated
more efficient siRNA delivery compared to nanorods. This could
be attributed to the fact that it takes longer for cells to envelop
rod-shaped metal NPs.72 Nevertheless, considering only the
impact of NPs shape on their biological properties may yield
contradictory results due to the complexity of their interactions
with cells.

2.2.3 Types of surfactants. The bioactivity of NPs is also
strongly inuenced by surfactants, which are another critical
factor for the colloidal stability and function of NPs. Surfactants
are amphiphilic molecules used as surface coating materials to
stabilize NPs in a system by reducing interfacial tension
through electrostatic repulsive interactions.73 Surfactants can
be broadly categorized into cationic surfactants (positively
charged hydrophilic groups), anionic surfactants (negatively
charged hydrophilic groups), amphoteric surfactants (both
positively and negatively charged hydrophilic groups), and
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10611
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nonionic surfactants (hydrophilic groups without charge).74

Different types of surfactants are utilized to enhance the prop-
erties of NPs through their coating.

A study revealed that when different types of surfactants were
examined during the preparation of ZnO NPs, the anionic
surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) exhibited better
stability due to its higher adsorption level on the surface of
ZnO.75 Cationic surfactants are primarily nitrogen-containing
organic amine derivatives with hydrophobic alkyl chains and
hydrophilic ammonium and halogen ions. Cationic nano-
particles enhance adhesion to negatively charged cell surfaces
through electrostatic attraction, resulting in higher cellular
uptake compared to anionic and nonionic NPs.76 Although
cationic surfactants have a strong electrostatic interaction with
cells that promotes the disruption of cell membranes and leads
to tumor cell death,77,78 their toxicity remains a major obstacle
to their widespread practical application. Nonionic surfactants
are widely used in nanomedicine due to their high biocom-
patibility.79 It was found that NPs encapsulated with poloxamer
184 and 188 avoided phagocytosis by macrophages, resulting in
enhanced anticancer activity compared to bare NPs. This was
due to an increase in cancer cell accumulation and a decrease in
liver accumulation.80 Amphoteric ionic surfactants contain
equal positive and negative charges, and they achieve stronger
hydration through ionic solvation, which reduces interactions
with blood components and prolongs the residence time of NPs
in the body.81 In a recent study, it was found that NPs func-
tionalized with amphoteric ionic sulfobetaine silanes not only
exhibited good colloidal stability and low toxicity but also
demonstrated better uptake in HeLa cells.82

2.2.4 Types of NP cores. Various types of NP cores for cell
membrane encapsulation have been extensively explored to
date, including two broad categories: organic and inorganic
NPs. Examples of commonly used organic NPs in CCM-NPs
include FDA-approved poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and
liposomes. PLGA is the most widely used material for gener-
ating NPs due to its good biocompatibility and high drug
loading capacity.83 Liposomes are a common type of nano-
carriers, many of which have entered clinical trials. They consist
of spherical vesicles with at least one lipid bilayer that can
encapsulate both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs. Addi-
tionally, liposomes have a phospholipid structure similar to
that of cell membrane components, allowing them to easily fuse
with cell membranes and prepare CCM-NPs.84 Inorganic nano-
cores, such as mesoporous silica NPs, metal–organic frame-
works (MOFs), upconversion NPs (UCNPs), gold NPs, and iron
oxide NPs, exhibit the advantages of size control and facile
synthesis. Furthermore, their distinctive optical, electrical, and
magnetic properties make them promising carriers for photo-
therapy and imaging therapy.9,85,86

The composition of the NPs core is an important consider-
ation overall when designing CCM-NPs, as it is ultimately the
payload that gets delivered to the target tissue. The choice of
nano core type, size, and shape plays a crucial role in deter-
mining the potential therapeutic effect. Therefore, different
designs should be developed on a case-by-case basis for prac-
tical applications.
10612 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
2.3 Fusion of cell membrane vesicles with NP cores

The nal step in preparing CCM-NPs is to wrap the cell
membranes on the synthesized NPs, typically through physical
extrusion, sonication, microuidic electroporation, or ash
nanocomplexation (FNC).

In physical extrusion, NP cores and cell membrane vesicles
are squeezed together several times through polycarbonate
membranes with pore sizes ranging from 400 nm to 100 nm.
Subsequently, excessive cell membranes were separated by
centrifugation and discarded. The core principle is to disrupt
cell membranes by mechanical forces generated during the
extrusion process and fuse them with NP cores, thus producing
uniformly sized CCM-NPs.28 Typically, aer mechanical extru-
sion, the NPs exhibit a faint gray halo surrounding their outer
surface. The thickness of this peripheral ring resembles that of
a cell membrane.87 This method is straightforward and allows
precise control over the particle size of NPs using a poly-
carbonate membrane while simultaneously preserving the
surface protein activity on the cell membrane. In one applica-
tion, researchers prepared membrane-coated NPs through co-
extrusion. The initial protein concentration of the cell
membrane and the concentration of membrane proteins on the
nanoparticles were determined using a bicinchoninic acid
(BCA) protein kit to achieve a 29% coating efficiency of the cell
membrane on the NPs with good reproducibility.42 However,
this method can be a tedious process, and the cell membrane
may remain on the polycarbonate membrane during self-
extrusion, leading to material loss and making it unsuitable
for large-scale production.88

In sonication method, cell membrane vesicles are co-
incubated with NP cores, and then the mixture is homoge-
nized using ultrasound (US) to generate CCM-NPs.89,90 US
energy destroys the cell membrane structure, causing the
membrane to reorganize around the NP core.91 The sonication
method offers simplied operation, enabling effective fusion of
cell membrane with NPs within 1–30 minutes while minimizing
loss of membrane protein.92,93 The efficiency of membrane
coating may be inuenced by the duration of US exposure.
Comparative analysis conducted by the researchers revealed
that a 2 minute US treatment resulted in a higher coating effi-
ciency of 44.16% compared to durations of 30 seconds (29.04%)
and 10 minutes (38.07%).94 However, the obtained NPs may
exhibit a heterogeneous size distribution using this method.
Furthermore, it necessitates the optimization of the US
parameters (such as time, power, and frequency) to achieve
efficient nuclear-membrane fusion while minimizing protein
denaturation. Simultaneously, the sonication method can
effectively disrupt the van der Waals interactions attributed to
the carbon nanotube itself, thereby potentially rendering it
unsuitable for analogous templates.95

Microuidic electroporation involves the application of an
electric eld to break the dielectric layer of the cell membrane,
creating transient pores through which NPs can enter. This
method has been successfully employed to produce RBC
membrane-coated magnetic NPs.96 The cell membrane-coated
NPs prepared using this method demonstrated enhanced
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Fusion methods of cell membrane with NP cores

Method Principle Yield (%) Production condition Ref.

Physical extrusion Mechanical forces promote
the fusion of the cell
membrane with the NP cores

29 Extruded 10–20 times
through a polycarbonate
membrane

101 and 102

Sonication Ultrasound energy promotes
the reorganization of the cell
membrane around the NP
cores

29.04–44.16 Ultrasound 30 s to 30 min 90, 91 and 94

Microuidic electroporation The electric eld creates
transient pores in the cell
membrane to promote the
entry of NP cores

— Pulse voltage, duration and
ow rate were 50 V, 200 ms
and 20 mL min−1

96

FNC Kinetic energy promotes the
encapsulation of NP cores by
the cell membrane

59.65 Flow rate of 90–150
mL min−1

94
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colloidal stability over a period of 15 days compared to the co-
extrusion technique, owing to the utilization of microuidic
electroporation which facilitated a more comprehensive coating
of the NPs with cellular membranes. However, the equipment
requirements are substantial, and the incomplete coverage of
the cell membrane exposes the NP surface to ionic buffers,
leading to signicant aggregation.

Recently, a new technology called FNC has been developed
for the preparation of CCM-NPs.94 In the preparation of CCM-
NPs, the solution containing nano cores and cell membrane
fragments is introduced into different inlets of a multi-inlet
vortex mixer. The kinetic energy generated by the multiple
inlet jets at a predetermined ow rate transports the cell
membrane fragments and nano cores into small turbulent
vortex and shear interlayer regions, leading to improved ow
convection and faster cell membrane encapsulation. During
this process, dynamic mixing effectively disintegrates the cell
membrane into smaller fragments and intricately intertwines
the components, resulting in a homogeneous coating with
a remarkable efficiency of 59.65% for membrane coating. By
using a four-inlet vortex mixer, 120 g of biomimetic nano-
products can be prepared per day. In addition to facilitating
enhanced automation, FNC products demonstrate superior
dispersibility and particle colloidal stability, as well as coating
efficacy of NPs compared to those prepared using conventional
sonication-based methods.

To summarize, each method has its own advantages and
disadvantages. In practice, it is necessary to choose the appro-
priate method based on laboratory conditions, purposes, and
the nature of the NP core. Although the yield and production
time of the various cell membrane coatings have not been
accurately reported, under typical laboratory conditions, the
extrusion technique yields approximately 5 mg of coated
nanoproducts per batch. The sonication method enables the
coverage of up to 50 mg of NPs with the cell membrane coating
obtained. Additionally, in the preparation of CCM-NPs, the cell
membrane was mixed with NPs at a selected weight ratio of 1 :
1–1 : 5, which is a commonly reported value.97–99 The weight of
the cell membrane was determined by quantifying the weight of
membrane proteins using the BCA protein kit. Since the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
protein-to-lipid ratio is 1 : 1, it can be estimated that the weight
of the cell membrane is twice that of the membrane proteins.100

The particle size of CCM-NPs was found to be 5 to 10 nm larger
than that of uncoated NPs, which is consistent with the reported
thickness of cell membranes. Furthermore, the encapsulation
of the cell membrane results in a decrease in NP adsorption by
serum proteins. These CCM-NPs exhibit stability for at least 24
hours in various media such as deionized water, PBS, and fetal
bovine serum (FBS). Table 1 presents a summary of different
preparation strategies for CCM-NPs for direct comparison.
3 Validation of CCM-NPs

It is necessary to verify that cancer cell membranes are
successfully coated with NPs, including physical and biological
characteristics, such as the size of the nanoparticles aer
coating, zeta potential and appearance structure, and surface
proteins on the membrane (Fig. 3).
3.1 Physical characteristics

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is usually used to
observe the morphology of CCM-NPs. Compared with the NPs
that are not cell membrane-encapsulated, CCM-NPs exhibit
a core–shell structure (Fig. 3A),103 and the thickness of the shell
is consistent with that of the cell membrane. The hydrodynamic
diameter and zeta potential of CCM-NPs are commonly
measured using dynamic light scattering (DLS). Shao et al.104

reported that the hydrodynamic diameter of CCM-NPs was
slightly larger than that of uncoated NPs, and the zeta potential
of CCM-NPs was equivalent to that of the cell membrane
(Fig. 3B). To verify the successful coating of the cell membrane
on the nanoparticle surface, Huang et al.105 used element
mapping analysis and uorescence co-localization. Since the
cell membrane is mainly composed of phospholipid bilayer, the
element mapping image (Fig. 3C) shows the presence of P, S, C
and O element on the NPs coated by the cell membrane, proving
that the membrane was successfully modied on the NPs. In
uorescence co-localization, the cancer cell membrane was
labeled with a lipophilic uorescent dye 3,30-
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10613



Fig. 3 (A) TEM images of NP cores before and after cell membrane encapsulation. Adapted with permission from ref. 103. Copyright © 2022 The
Author(s). (B) Size and zeta potential of CM@MON@DOX, MON@DOX, and cancer cell membrane (CM), respectively. Adapted with permission
from ref. 104. Copyright © 2020 Wiley-VCH GmbH. (C) TEM elemental mapping images of mPDA@CMs NPs. (D) Fluorescence images of mPDA
NPs, cancer cell membrane, a mixture of mPDA NPs and cancer cell membrane, and the fused mPDA@CMs NPs determined by confocal
microscopy; green fluorescence is from DiO and red fluorescence is from ICG. Adapted with permission from ref. 105. Copyright © 2021.
Published by Elsevier Ltd. (E) Representative SDS-PAGE results, (I) Marker, (II) CT26 cell lysates, (III) CCM vehicles, and (IV) H@PLA@CCM. Adapted
with permission from ref. 106. Copyright © 2023 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. (F) Western blotting analysis showing membrane-specific
protein markers with epitope-modulating properties. Adapted with permission from ref. 37. Copyright © 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (DiO) and then coated
on the NPs loaded with the uorescence dye indocyanine green
(ICG), and the co-localization of DiO and ICG could be seen
(Fig. 3D). Furthermore, successful cell membrane encapsula-
tion could be conrmed through Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy. The characteristic absorption patterns of the
amide bond, phosphate, and carbohydrate regions of the cancer
cell membrane in the nanostructure indicate successful
attachment of the membrane.91

3.2 Protein characteristics

The retention of cell membrane surface proteins determines
whether the wrapped NPs can perform their specic functions.
Therefore, membrane protein characterization is typically
required, including the determination of protein proles and
specic protein concentrations. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) is commonly
employed to analyze protein proles on the surfaces of CCM-
NPs. The protein distributions observed in the CCM-NPs and
cancer cell membrane proles closely resemble those of the
source cancer cell, indicating that membrane proteins are
mostly well retained during the cell membrane extraction and
coating process (Fig. 3E).106 Moreover, the presence of func-
tional membrane proteins can be veried through western
blotting. As shown in Fig. 3F, homologous targeting-related and
immune escape-related proteins were detected on both CCM-
10614 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
NPs and extracted membranes, and showed a similar extent
to the source cancer cell membranes.37 These results indicate
that the membrane protein components of cancer cell
membrane are successfully retained during the preparation of
CCM-NPs.
4 CCM-NPs in anti-tumor therapies

CCM-NPs have promising applications due to their biocom-
patibility, extended cycle life, and isotype-targeting ability. In
recent years, CCM-NPs have been successfully employed in
various anti-tumor therapies, encompassing drug delivery,
photothermal therapy, photodynamic therapy, sonodynamic
therapy, chemodynamic therapy, tumor imaging and immu-
notherapy (Table 2).
4.1 Drug delivery

Systemic administration of therapeutic drugs is the most
common method in cancer treatment, but most of the drugs
have problems such as poor targeting and low bioavailability.
The drug was encapsulated in the NP core, which was then
coated by the cancer cell membrane. CCM-NPs signicantly
improve the bioavailability of drugs and achieve precise tar-
geting by exploiting the characteristics of homologous targeting
and phagocytic escape of cancer cell membrane.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Anti-tumor applications of CCM-NPsa

Disease NP Core Application Cargo t1/2/t01/2 (h) Cancer cells Ref.

Liver cancer PLGA Drug delivery DOX — HepG2 107
Liver cancer MOF Drug delivery,

starvation therapy
GOx, AQ4N — HepG2 108

Liver cancer Liposomes PTT, drug delivery DOX, ICG — HepG2 98
Breast cancer Prussian blue PTT, drug delivery Lonidamine, DL-menthol — 4T1 125
Breast cancer Human serum albumin PDT, drug delivery PFTBA, ICG — 4T1 127
Breast cancer Zr-MOF PDT, drug delivery Apatinib, MnO2 3.5/4 4T1 99
Breast cancer HMTNPs SDT, drug delivery HCQ 8.7/12.3 MCF-7 141
Breast cancer Cu–Zn protoporphyrin

IX nanoscale
coordination polymers

CDT, drug delivery Cu2+, ZnPPIX — MDA-MB-231 151

Breast cancer PLGA Tumor imaging Ag2Te quantum dots 1.6/7.4 4T1 42
Breast cancer UCNPs Tumor imaging — — MDA-MB-231 172
Breast cancer PLGA Immunotherapy, PTT Prussian blue NPs,

DTX, imiquimod
— 4T1 178

Cervical cancer PLGA Drug delivery PTX; siRNA — HeLa 55
Colon cancer Metallic bismuth PTT — 4/11.5 CT26 97
Colon cancer C-doped TiO2 SDT, drug delivery Tirapazamine — CT26 142
Colon cancer PLA SDT Hemoglobin 0.75/3.23 CT26 106
Colorectal cancer Fe3O4 Tumor imaging, chemotherapy Lycorine hydrochloride — HT29 171
Melanoma Hollow mesoporous silica PDT, drug delivery Ce6, GOx, CPPO, PFC — B16–F10 128
Melanoma PLGA Immunotherapy — — B16–F10 43
Melanoma Aluminum phosphate Immunotherapy CpG — B16–F10 175
Melanoma Hollow copper sulde Tumor imaging, PTT DOX, ICG — B16–F10 168
Osteosarcoma Mesoporous Fe3O4 CDT, starvation therapy, PTT PFP, GOx — K7M2

osteosarcoma
38

Lung cancer PLGA Tumor imaging, PTT PFCE, ICG —/9.8 A549 87

a t1/2: circulation half-life of the NPs core, t01/2: circulation half-life of CCM-NPs.
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In one study, HepG2 cell membranes were coated onto the
surface of PLGA NPs (Fig. 4A).107 This HepM-PLGA NPs had good
immunocompatibility. The internalization of HepM-PLGA NPs
in RAW264.7 was reduced by about 75% compared with
uncoated PLGA NPs. The homotypic binding ability of nano-
particles was then assessed by CLSM and ow cytometry. When
HepM-PLGA NPs, human normal liver cells (L02 cells)
membrane-encapsulated NPs (L02M-PLGA) and naked PLGA
NPs were co-incubated with HepG2 and L02 cells, respectively,
the uorescence intensity of HepM-PLGA NPs in HepG2 cells
was 4–5-fold higher than that higher than that of the other two
groups. However, no signicant NP uorescence was observed
in L02 cells. HepG2 and L02 cells were mixed and co-cultured
with HepM-PLGA NPs, which selectively targeted HepG2 cells
but not L02 cells. Furthermore, when incubated with different
cell lines, the uptake of HepM-PLGA NPs in HepG2 cells was
signicantly better than that in other cell lines. These results
revealed that cancer cell membrane coating endowed NPs with
self-recognition ability. Using doxorubicin (DOX) as the model
drug, and the loading content was determined to be 38.88 mg
mg−1. The toxicity of DOX-HepM-PLGA NPs to HepG2 cells was
stronger than that of uncoated nanoparticles and free drugs due
to the affinity of cell membrane coating to source cells. In the
nude mouse hepatocellular carcinoma solid tumor model, the
uorescence of tumor region in the DOX-HepM-PLGA NPs
treated was stronger than that in DOX-PLGA NPs (Fig. 4B). Aer
11 days of treatment, the formulation showed excellent tumor
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
growth control (Fig. 4C–E). During treatment, the weight of
nude mice did not change signicantly compared with the
control group, indicating the safety of the platform (Fig. 4F).

In addition to delivering single drugs, CCM-NPs are also
used for the co-delivery of multiple drugs to achieve synergistic
therapy. For example, Xu et al.55 encapsulated paclitaxel (PTX)
and siRNA in PLGA and coated Heal cell membrane to obtain
a bionic nanosystem with dual drug loading (Si/PNPs@HeLa).
The resulting NPs had drug loading of 2.3% and 58.8 (mg/10
mg) for PTX and siRNA respectively. SDS-PAGE and western
blotting analysis showed that membrane markers were better
retained on Si/PNPs@HeLa. In vitro, HeLa cell membrane-
encapsulated NPs were internalized by HeLa cells more effi-
ciently than bare NPs and had little binding capacity to other
types of tumor cells. In addition, owing to the high expression of
CD47 in the membrane, Si/PNPs@HeLa uptake in RAW264.7
cells was reduced 3-fold. Similarly, in HeLa tumor-bearing
mouse models, the accumulation of HeLa cell membrane-
coated NPs within tumors was 3-fold higher than that of bare
NPs. Meanwhile, the t1/2 of the HeLa cell membrane-coated NPs
was 2.2 times longer than that of the bare NPs. Compared with
other groups, Si/PNPs@HeLa group achieved a tumor volume
inhibition rate of 83.6% and effective co-delivery of siRNA and
PTX without side effects in major organs.

To maximize the delivery of highly active therapeutic agents
to tumor tissues, CCM-NPs with cascade responsiveness have
also been designed. In a study, metal–organic framework ZIF-8
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10615



Fig. 4 (A) Design strategy of cancer cell membrane biomimetic nanoparticles HepM-PLGA. (B) Fluorescence image of HepG2 tumor-bearing
nude mice 11 days after the intravenous injection of Dox-HepM-PLGA and its counterparts. (C) Photos of the tumors extracted from the nude
mice bearing the HepG2 tumor 11 days after the intravenous injection of DOX-HepM-PLGA and its counterparts. (D) Weights of the tumors
extracted from the nude mice in (C). (E) Quantitative results of the HepG2 tumor relative volumes during chemotherapy. (F) Body weights of the
nude mice during chemotherapy. Adapted with permission from ref. 107. Copyright © The author(s).
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nanocarriers loaded with glucose oxidase (GOx) and banoxan-
trone (AQ4N) were encapsulated using HepG2 cell membrane to
create biomimetic nanoreactors (AQ4N/GOx@ZIF-8@CM).108

GOx is a naturally occurring protein oxidoreductase enzyme
that converts intra-tumor glucose and oxygen into gluconic acid
and H2O2, thus disrupting the supply of glucose and oxygen
within the tumor for starvation therapy.109 AQ4N is a prodrug
that is activated to cytotoxic AQ4N under hypoxic conditions.110

The loadings of GOx and AQ4N in AQ4N/GOx@ZIF-8@CM were
approximately 123 mg mg−1 and 36 mg mg−1, respectively. For in
vitro anticancer evaluation, HepG2 cells were treated with
different groups. The AQ4N/GOx@ZIF-8@CM treatment group
had the lowest cell viability and the highest apoptotic rate due
to the homologous recognition of the biomimetic nanoreactor
and the cascade between GOx and AQ4N. Subsequently, they
were evaluated using a tumor-bearing mouse model and uo-
rescence imaging revealed signicant aggregation of AQ4N/
GOx@ZIF-8@CM in the tumor tissue with sustained uores-
cence intensity for over 48 hours. The inhibition of tumor
growth was approximately 80% over a 21 day period, whereas
single prodrug treatment or starvation exhibited only
a moderate effect on inhibiting tumor growth. These ndings
suggest that the employed cascade signicantly enhanced the
tumor response.
10616 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
4.2 Phototherapy

Noninvasive and selective therapy has always been a research
hotspot in the eld of anti-tumor. Phototherapy has been widely
explored in the treatment of tumors because of its unique
advantages of simplicity and high efficacy. According to the
therapeutic mechanism, phototherapy can be divided into
photothermal therapy (PTT) and photodynamic therapy (PDT).
PTT utilizes a photothermal agent to generate vibrational heat
under near-infrared (NIR) laser irradiation, which raises the
temperature at the tumor site and induces tumor cell death.11

Unlike PTT, which “burns” cancer cells by photothermal heat-
ing, PDT is the induction of photosensitizers under light irra-
diation to produce cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS),
leading to cell death and tissue destruction.111

Currently, highly effective phototherapeutic agents based on
conventional PTT and PDT have been synthesized and studied.
For instance, anthocyanin dyes such as ICG,112 IR780,113 and
IR820 114 are extensively employed as photothermal agents and
photosensitizers due to their capacity for generating 1O2 upon
near-infrared excitation. Among them, ICG is a blood volume
determination dye approved by the FDA. A range of photosen-
sitizers, such as hematoporphyrin, 5-aminolevulinic acid, ver-
teporn, and phthalocyanine, have been employed in clinical
practice for PDT.115 However, the inherent phototoxicity and
limited selectivity of conventional phototherapy drugs continue
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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to hinder their clinical application. The integration of nano-
materials with photothermal agents or photosensitizers shows
promise in enhancing the efficacy of phototherapy while miti-
gating its adverse effects. Moreover, certain NPs that exhibit
robust NIR absorption, such as gold NPs,116 carbon-based
nanomaterials,117 silicon NPs,118 and transition metal oxides119

have emerged as promising photothermal agents for photo-
therapy. This section provides a comprehensive overview of the
utilization of CCM-NPs in phototherapy wherein the integration
of cancer cell membranes with these photothermally responsive
NPs enables precise and targeted treatment.

4.2.1 Photothermal therapy. To enhance the photothermal
effect, colon cancer CT26 cell membrane camouaged bismuth
(Bi) metal NPs (Bi@CCM) were developed (Fig. 5A).97 The light
absorption intensity of Bi@CCM NPs was similar to that of
uncoated PEGylated Bi NPs, and the photothermal conversion
efficiency of Bi@CCM was 47.4% under 808 nm laser irradia-
tion, indicating that the cell membrane coating had no effect on
the light absorption of NPs. The uptake of Bi@CCM NPs in
CT26 cells was 1.2-fold higher than that of PEGylated Bi NPs
owing to the homologous targeting of cell membranes (Fig. 5B).
The Bi@CCM NPs + laser induced the death of almost all tumor
cells, while neither laser nor Bi@CCM NPs alone produced
cytotoxicity. Bi@CCM was intravenously injected into mice, and
its t1/2 in homologous CT26 tumors was 11.5 h, whereas PEGy-
lated NPs had a rapid blood clearance and a short t1/2 of only
4.0 h. This was attributed to the immune escape function of the
tumor cell membrane. Aer 24 h of in vivo injection, the
Bi@CCM NPs group had 9.2 times higher Bi concentration in
blood than PEGylated Bi NPs group (Fig. 5C). Notably, the in vivo
Fig. 5 (A) Schematic diagram of cell membrane-coated bismuth metal
Different concentrations of Bi and Bi@CCMwith CT26 cancer cell uptake
intravenous injection of Bi and Bi@CCM. Adapted with permission from

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
distribution results showed that PEGylated Bi NPs were mainly
distributed in organs such as liver, spleen, and lung aer
injection. However, Bi@CCM was more distributed in the
tumor. Aer laser irradiation for 10 min, the tumor temperature
of mice in the Bi@CCM NPs injection group signicantly
increased to 48.8 °C. Aer 12 days of treatment, the tumor size
was less than 0.3 cm or even disappeared.

PTT alone cannot kill cancer cells outside the irradiated area,
and residual cancer cells carry the risk of recurring or causing
metastasis. Therefore, PTT is usually used in combination with
other therapies, such as chemotherapy, PDT, and immuno-
therapy to achieve a long-lasting anti-tumor effect. Photody-
namic therapy and immunotherapy are introduced in
subsequent section. This section mainly describes the treat-
ment modality of PTT combined with chemotherapy. In one
study. Sun et al.98 prepared thermosensitive liposomes coated
with DOX and ICG loaded HepG2 cells (ICG-DOX-HepM-TSL)
for the treatment of recurrent tumors. The photothermal
conversion efficiency of the liposomes remained unaffected by
cell membrane encapsulation, as their temperature increased to
approximately 60 °C under 808 nm laser irradiation at a power
density of 1.41 W cm−2. Meanwhile, the HepG2 cell membrane
coating signicantly augmented the in vitro interaction between
ICG-DOX-HepM-TSL and HepG2 cells. The loading content of
DOX and ICG in ICG-DOX-HEPM-TSL was 41.32 mg mg−1 and
34.83 mg mg−1, respectively. Upon laser irradiation, ICG effec-
tively converted the incident light into thermal energy, leading
to the disruption of liposomal shell integrity, thereby enhancing
the release rate of DOX and eliciting potent cytotoxicity.
Subcutaneous injection of HepG2 cells into nude mice was
nanoparticles (Bi@CCM NPs) for enhanced photothermal therapy. (B)
analysis after 12 h of incubation. (C) In vivo blood retention at 24 h after
ref. 97. Copyright © 2021 Elsevier Inc.
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performed to establish a solid tumor of hepatocellular carci-
noma, enabling the evaluation of its anti-tumor efficacy. Upon
irradiation, the administration of ICG-DOX-HepM-TSL resulted
in a remarkable 70% reduction in the volume of recurrent
tumors observed in nude mice over a period of 13 days, whereas
both the PBS group and nude NPs group exhibited signicant
increases in tumor volume.

PTT induces tumor cell death while potentially causing
indirect damage to normal tissues at high temperatures,120 so
mild temperature (#45 °C) PTTs have been developed.121,122

However, heat shock proteins (HSPs) overexpressed by tumor
cells induce heat resistance to PTT under mild hyperthermia
conditions.123,124 To solve the problem of heat resistance of PTT,
Shu et al.125 loaded hollow mesoporous Prussian blue nano-
particles with lonidamine (which can inhibit the expression of
HSPs) and DL-menthol (which acts as a plugging agent and
controls the release of lonidamine) and encapsulated them with
4T1 cancer cell membrane to obtain biomimetic nano platform
(PBLM@CCM NPs). The system was exposed to a 793 nm laser
for 5 minutes, resulting in a signicant temperature increase of
approximately 20 °C, whereas the PBS group exhibited only
a modest increase of 3.6 °C. The drug loading efficiency of
lonidamine in PBLM@CCM NPs was about 11.3%, and the
release of lonidamine was temperature dependent. Due to the
introduction of cell membrane, PBLM@CCM NPs showed
Fig. 6 (A) Illustration of the biomimetic oxygen-delivery nanoprobe. I
fluorocarbon (CCm–HSA–ICG–PFTBA) for homologous targeting and
imaging was performed tomeasure the hypoxia in vivo. CCm-HSA-ICG-P
was performed. Tumor volume was measured to evaluate the therapeu
HSA-ICG-PFTBA, HSA-ICG-PFTBA, and HSA-ICG with or without near-in
4T1 xenografts after injection of CCM-HSA-ICG-PFTBA, HSA-ICG-PFT
tumor sites. (D) Relative tumor volumes of mice after irradiation with CCM
Tumor weight after 14 days of treatment. Adapted with permission from
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signicant binding to 4T1 cells. Aer laser irradiation (793 nm,
0.8 W cm−2, 300 s), the average temperature of the tumor
treated with PBLM@CCM increased rapidly from 33.4 °C to
43.8 °C, indicating the anti-tumor effect of PTT. At 21 days of
treatment, the tumor weight of the PBLM@CCM NPs + laser
group was about 0.17 g, and the inhibition rate was 77.9%,
which was nearly 2.5 times higher than that of the unloaded
lonidamine group.

4.2.2 Photodynamic therapy. Tumor hypoxia has been
identied as one of the key features of poor PDT cancer treat-
ment outcomes, as the hypoxic properties of solid tumors is
detrimental to the oxygen-dependent generation of ROS during
PDT.126 In addition, PDT consumes oxygen to further worsen
hypoxia. Therefore, it is necessary to overcome the hypoxic state
of the TME in order to improve PDT.

To achieve oxygen delivery and effective PDT, human serum
albumin (HSA) was used as a carrier loaded with ICG and per-
uorotributylamine (PFTBA) and subsequently coated with 4T1
cell membrane to obtain the nanoprobe (CCm-HSA-ICG-PFTB)
(Fig. 6A).127 In this study, bare HSA-ICG-PFTBA released 70%
ICG in serum at 12 h aer dialysis, which was 3.5-fold higher
than CCm-HSA-ICG-PFTBA (20% release), indicating that cell
membrane coating was able to enhance the stability of nanop-
robes. PFTBA has a large O2 retention capacity can provide
oxygen for PDT treatment, which is further enhanced by the
t was cancer cell membrane-coated indocyanine green-doped per-
improving oxygen concentration at tumor sites. 18F-FMISO PET/CT
FTBAwas injected into 4T1 xenografts and then photodynamic therapy
tic efficacy enhancement. (B) Cell viability after treatment with CCM-
frared (NIR) laser irradiation (n = 5). (C) In vivo fluorescence images of
BA, HSA-ICG, and saline at different time points. Red circles indicate
-HSA-ICG-PFTBA, HSA-ICG-PFTBA, HSA-ICG, saline, and NIR laser. (E)
ref. 127. Copyright © The Author(s), 2021.
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targeting property of the membrane coating that allows more
NPs to enter the cells. In vitro cytotoxicity assay showed that
CCm-HSA-ICG-PFTBA exhibited the strongest cytotoxicity under
NIR irradiation (Fig. 6B). In vivo, CCm-HSA-ICG-PFTBA effectively
localized to the tumor site and persisted for 48 h (Fig. 6C).
Oxygen concentration was measured in isolated tumor sections,
and immunouorescence staining of the hypoxia probe showed
that the hypoxic area of the tumor shrank 10-fold 24 h aer the
injection of CCm-HSA-ICG-PFTBA. Finally, in a mouse 4T1 tumor
model, the CCm-HSA-ICG-PFTBA combined with NIR irradiation
showed slow tumor growth (Fig. 6D) and lowest tumor weight by
14 days post treatment (Fig. 6E), which prevented tumor
progression better than uncoated cell membrane NPs.

A bionanoreactor (bio-NRs) based on chemiluminescent
resonance energy transfer (CRET) has been developed for the
combination treatment of PDT and starvation therapy.128 The
photosensitizers chlorine e6 (Ce6) and GOx were modied on
the surface of hollowmesoporous silica NPs (HMSNs). Then, bis
[2,4,5-trichloro-6-(pentyloxycarbonyl)phenyl] oxalate (CPPO)
and peruorohexane (PFC) were co-loaded into the cavities of
the HMSNs, which were then coated with B16–F10 cell
membrane to obtain bio-NRs. Owing to the homologous adhe-
sion and immune escape properties of tumor cell membranes,
bio-NRs are able to target tumors and gradually accumulate at
the tumor site. These are then used for synergistic anti-tumor
therapy with PDT and starvation therapy through the
following three modes: (1) Ce6 is excited by the energy of the
reaction between CPPO and H2O2 in the cell, and CRET gener-
ates ROS for PDT. (2) GOx catalyzes the conversion of glucose to
H2O2, which puts the cell in a starved state and in turn provides
H2O2 to enhance ROS production. (3) PFC has a large O2

retention capacity, which enables the NPs to carry oxygen, and
the O2 released aer entering the cells improves the hypoxic
state of the tumor and accelerates glucose oxidation to enhance
ROS generation. In the lung metastasis mouse model, the lung
metastases in the oxygen-carrying bio-NRs group completely
disappeared. In addition, bio-NRs treated mice had 100%
survival within 30 days, while all other groups showed obvious
tumor metastasis and different degrees of weight loss.

PDT shuts down the vascular system during treatment,
however tumor cells lacking blood supply activate the expres-
sion of vascular endothelial growth factor leading to tumor
angiogenesis and causing tumor recurrence or metastasis.129,130

In addition, the high concentration of glutathione (GSH) in
tumors has a powerful scavenging effect on ROS generated
during PTD, thus affecting PDT efficacy. Recently, a biomimetic
metal–organic framework (MOF) nanoplatform (aMMTm) has
been developed to enhance PDT therapy.99 In this biomimetic
nanosystem, photosensitive porphyrin-type Zr-MOF was used as
a carrier loaded with the anti-angiogenesis inhibitor apatinib,
then wrapped with a layer of MnO2 as a shell, and nally coated
with 4T1 cell membranes on the surface of MnO2-coated
nanoparticles (aMM). In this case, MnO2 can act as a GSH
scavenger and reduce the removal of ROS. To test the hypothesis
that MnO2 depletes GSH in tumors, the nanoparticles were
added to 4T1 cells, and the MnO2-coated nanoparticles
decreased GSH levels in 4T1 cells by more than 50% compared
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
with drug-loaded nanoparticles (aM) without MnO2 coating. In
addition, the release of apatinib in aMMTm was gradually
elevated with the addition of GSH. These results suggest that
the MnO2 shell effectively depleted GSH in tumor cells and
effectively triggered GSH-dependent drug release. The homo-
binding ability of cell membrane and PDT effect combined
with accelerated drug release properties make aMMTm the
highest cytotoxic to 4T1 cells under light irradiation. In vivo, the
bare MOF NPs had a t1/2 of only 0.4 h and were quickly cleared
from the blood, while aMMTm had a prolonged t1/2 of 3.5 h and
enhanced tumor accumulation. Finally, in 4T1-bearing tumor
models, the aMMTm + light group effectively inhibited tumor
growth, whereas both the NPs unloaded with apatinib and
aMMTm without light groups demonstrated ineffective anti-
tumor effects.
4.3 Sonodynamic therapy

Sonodynamic therapy (SDT) is a novel cancer treatment strategy
that uses low-intensity US. US as an external trigger source to
excite the acoustic sensitizer to produce ROS to kill the tumor.
US is a mechanical wave with high tissue penetration to reach
deep into the tumor.131 Therefore, SDT has better potential for
deep tumor treatment than PDT. Sonosensitizers play a pivotal
role in the therapeutic efficacy of SDT. Currently, the reported
repertoire of sonosensitizers predominantly includes both
organic and inorganic variants. Organic acoustic sensitizers,
such as hemoporn,132 hemoglobin molecules,133 and erythro-
sine B,134 have demonstrated their efficacy in SDT against
tumors. Additionally, the small molecule dyes ICG and IR780
have shown a strong response to ultrasound and are considered
promising candidates for acoustic sensitization.135,136 Certain
inorganic nanomaterials, including TiO2 NPs137 and carbon
nanomaterials,138 demonstrate signicant in vitro cancer cyto-
toxicity when exposed to ultrasound irradiation. As a result, they
have been used as inorganic acoustic sensitizers or carriers for
ultrasound sensitizers with promising applications in SDT.

Wen et al.106 obtained H@PLA@CCM by encapsulating cell
membranes on poly(lactic acid) (PLA) polymer NPs loaded with
the acoustic sensitizer hemoglobin (Fig. 7A). The uorescence
intensity of the monooxygen uorescence probe SOSG
conrmed that H@PLA@CCM has a highly efficient 1O2

generation ability under US irradiation, which increased with
the irradiation time. Owing to its isoform-binding property, the
platform preferentially entered homologous CT26 cells, while
uptake was not obvious in 4T1 cells. When H@PLA@CCM was
incubated with CT26 cells stained with the uorescent probe,
a signicant enhancement of intracellular green uorescence
was observed under US irradiation, conrming the presence of
a large amount of intracellular ROS. By contrast, cells treated
with US irradiation or H@PLA@CCM alone showed almost no
uorescence (Fig. 7B). Owing to efficient cellular uptake and
ROS generation capacity, H@PLA@CCM signicantly induced
apoptosis in CT26 cells under US irradiation. In vivo,
H@PLA@CCM had a signicantly prolonged t1/2 than uncoated
H@PLA (3.23 h vs. 0.75 h). CT26 tumor-bearing mice were
injected with different groups of drugs separately. At the end of
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10619



Fig. 7 (A) A scheme of preparation processes of H@PLA@CCM and the illustration of homologous tumor-targeted SDT driven by H@PLA@CCM
and US irradiation. (B) Intracellular ROS level induced by the H@PLA@CCM and/or US. (C) The inhibition efficacy of (II) H@PLA + US, (III)
H@PLA@4T1CCM + US, (IV) H@PLA@CT26CCM + US. Adapted with permission from ref. 106. Copyright © 2023 Elsevier Inc.
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treatment on day 16, the tumor inhibition rate of 83.9% was
achieved in the H@PLA@CCM + US group compared with those
in the other control groups (Fig. 7C).

Mitochondria are oen considered a major target of SDT, and
SDT-induced oxidative stress in injured tumor cells tends to
activate the mitochondrial autophagy process, which then
protects tumor cells from oxidative stress by eliminating
damaged mitochondria and attenuating apoptotic cell death,
thereby reducing the efficacy of SDT.139,140 In a study, Feng et al.141

loaded the autophagy inhibitor hydroxychloroquine sulfate
10620 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
(HCQ) into hollowmesoporous titanium dioxide NPs (HMTNPs),
which were subsequently encapsulated by cancer cell membrane
to obtain a bionic nanoplatform (CCM-HMTNPs/HCQ). Owing to
the retention of membrane surface antigens on the surface of
cancer cell membranes, CCM-HMTNPs/HCQ showed enhanced
immune escape and homologous tumor accumulation and
bypassed heterologous tumors. The hollow mesoporous tita-
nium dioxide NP core endowed CCM-HMTNPs/HCQ with good
SDT efficacy and induced apoptosis in tumor cells. In this
system, the loading efficiency of HCQ was calculated as 46.4%.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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US irradiation disrupted the cell membrane coating and trig-
gered the release of HCQ, which further inhibited SDT-induced
protective autophagy in cancer cells, thereby weakening the
resistance of cancer cells to SDT. In addition, HCQ improved
vascular function and alleviated tumor hypoxia, further
enhancing the SDT effect. This combined strategy of SDT killing
and autophagy inhibition induced signicant ROS generation,
autophagic vesicle accumulation, and apoptosis. In MCF-7
tumor-bearing nude mice, the nal volume/initial volume ratio
(v/v0) of CCM-HMTNPs/HCQ + US group was 1.71 ± 0.11, which
was signicantly smaller than that of CCM-HMTNPs + US group
(3.68 ± 0.14) and HCQ group (4.87 ± 0.22).

Similar to PDT, the therapeutic efficacy of SDT can be limited
by the hypoxic microenvironment of the tumor. In contrast to
the common approach of increasing the oxygen content in the
tumor, Ning et al.142 exploited the hypoxia in the tumor by
wrapping CT26 cell membranes around C–TiO2 hollow nano-
shells (HNSs) containing tirapazamine (TPZ) to obtain a bionic
drug delivery system (C-TiO2/TPZ@CM). In the treatment
process, C–TiO2/TPZ@CM perfectly utilized the cell membrane
coating to achieve efficient homologous tumor cell targeting. At
the same time, SDT induced anoxic microenvironment, and
TPZ was activated in anoxic environment to produce high
cytotoxic free radicals, which synergically enhanced the killing
effect on tumors.
4.4 Chemodynamic therapy

Chemodynamic therapy (CDT) based on Fenton/Fenton-like
response has emerged as a novel and minimally invasive
approach for cancer treatment, initially proposed by Bu et al. in
2016.143 The discovery of the Fenton reaction came from the
British scientist Henry J. Fenton, and the main reaction process
is: The chain reaction between Fe2+ and H2O2 catalyzes the
formation of the highly harmful cOH under acidic conditions.144

cOH is the most potent oxidizing reactive oxygen species,
capable of inducing apoptosis in tumor cells through DNA
damage and protein inactivation.145 In recent years other metal
ion (e.g., Cu2+ and Mn2+) mediated Fenton-like reactions have
also been developed for CTD enhancement.146,147 In general, the
accumulation of H2O2 and the acidic pH in the TME confer high
selectivity to CTD for cancer therapy. However, despite the
higher concentration of H2O2 (100 mM to 1 mM) in the TME
compared to normal tissues, it remains insufficient for sus-
tained cOH production.148 Hence, improving the therapeutic
efficacy of CDT, by increasing the level of intra-tumor H2O2, and
improving the hypoxic environment are essential.

Wang et al.38 constructed an adaptive nanoplatform (M-
mFeP@O2-G) for synergistic enhancement of CDT by encapsu-
lating cancer cell membrane on mesoporous Fe3O4 nanoparticles
loaded with peruoropentane (PFP) and GOx. The assembly
process of the bionic system is demonstrated in Fig. 8A. In this
system, the camouage of cancer cell membranes allowed the
nanoparticles to precisely target to the tumor site and enhanced
the immune escape ability of the nanoparticles. Aer reaching
the tumor site, the M-mFeP@O2-G nanoparticles released the
iron ions to generate cOH via the Fenton reaction. Under 808 nm
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
laser irradiation, the photothermal conversion efficiency of M-
mFeP@O2-G reached 36.83%, and more Fe ions were released,
accelerating the Fenton reaction. GOx consumes the glucose in
the tumor cells and kills the tumor cells through starvation
therapy. It also produces a large amount of H2O2, which further
enhances the Fenton reaction. In addition, PFP carries O2, and
under laser irradiation M-mFeP@O2-G releases O2 as the
temperature increases, relieving tumor cell hypoxia and
providing O2 for the cascade reaction, thus enhancing CDT. The
preparation process and in vivo process of M-mFeP@O2-G is
shown in Fig. 8B. K7M2 osteosarcoma model was established by
subcutaneous injection of K7M2 cells into the right/lower limb of
BALB/c mice. On the 22nd day, the relative mean tumor volume
growth was slower in the M-mFeP@O2-G group + light-induced
group than in the other groups (Fig. 8C). The tumor inhibition
rate was 90.50%, whereas the tumor growth inhibition rates for
the non-laser group M-mFeP@O2-G and the non-coated group
mFeP@O2-G were 68.68% and 51.72%, respectively (Fig. 8D).
Furthermore, there was no signicant change in the body weight
of mice during the experiment (Fig. 8E), indicating that the
MmFeP@O2-G nanoparticles exhibited favorable in vivo safety.

The highly toxic cOH produced by ROS-based CDT during
treatment is also cleared by GSH. Therefore, the efficiency of
CDT can also be improved if GSH is consumed. However, the
GSH elimination method can only partially inhibit the antioxi-
dant capacity of cancer cells. When cancer cells are stimulated
by excessive ROS, they overexpress heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1),
and HO-1 metabolites can clear ROS to form a system with
high antioxidant capacity, thereby reducing efficacy.149,150 Based
on this, biomimetic nanoscale coordination polymer NPs
(CCPPM) that simultaneously deplete GSH and inhibit HO-1
activity were prepared.151 During their preparation, Cu2+ and
HO-1 competitive inhibitor Zn protoporphyrin IX (ZnPPIX)
coordinated to form a coordination polymer (CCP). To increase
its solubility, CCP was modied with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)
to obtain PVP-modied CCP (CCPP), which was then coated
with MDA-MB-231 cell membrane. CCPPM was taken up by
MDA-MB-231 via endocytosis, intracellular GSH reacted with
CCPPM via redox reactions to generate Cu+, and the generated
Cu+ converted endogenous H2O2 into cytotoxic cOH. Mean-
while, GSH induced the catabolism of CCPPM, and the catab-
olized Cu2+ generated Cu+ with GSH, which enhanced the
generation of –OH. In addition, ZnPPIX released from CCPPM
inhibited HO-1 activity and reduced the tolerance of cancer cells
to oxidative stress. In vitro, CCPPM incubated withMDA-MB-231
cells for 12 h signicantly increased intracellular ROS levels,
decreased GSH/GSSG ratio, and inhibited HO-1 activity by 80%.
When injected intravenously into MDA-MB-231 hormonal mice,
CCPPM showed enhanced accumulation at tumor sites and
anti-tumor effects compared to PBS and bare CCPP, and
minimal tumor volume was observed aer 17 days of treatment.
Tumors were collected at the end of treatment, and malon-
dialdehyde, a product of lipid peroxidation, was higher in
tumor cells of the CCPPM-treated group than in other control
groups, with the lowest HO-1 activity and GSH/GSSG ratio. In
addition, signicant side effects were observed during the
treatment period.
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10621



Fig. 8 (A) Schematic illustration of the preparation of M-mFeP@O2-G nanoparticles. (B) Schematic diagram of themechanisms of M-mFeP@O2-
G nanoparticles for tumor-specific cascade reactions via enhanced CDT after intravenous injection. (C) The average relative tumor volume vs.
time curve after administration of the different NPs to mice. (D) The tumor growth inhibition (TGI) rates on day 22. (E) Mouse body weight
changes after different treatments. Adapted with permission from ref. 38. Copyright © 2022 The Authors.
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4.5 Tumor imaging

Tumor imaging plays an important role in the early detection and
staging of tumors for diagnosis.152,153 This advancement signi-
cantly enhances disease management through timely identica-
tion, treatment, and prevention. Common biological imaging
techniques encompass NIR uorescence imaging, photoacoustic
(PA) imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

4.5.1 NIR uorescence imaging. NIR uorescence imaging
primarily consists of a uorescent probe and an imaging
system. Traditional uorescence imaging relies on uorophores
excited within the rst near-infrared window (NIR-I, 650–950
10622 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
nm). However, NIR-I uorescence imaging is inherently limited
by signicant light scattering and autouorescence in biolog-
ical tissues, resulting in restricted tissue penetration depth (<1
cm), reduced spatial resolution, and inadequate signal back-
ground ratio (SBR).154 Currently, NIR uorescence imaging has
been extended to include uorescence imaging in the second
NIR window (NIR-II, 1000–1700 nm). It relies on fewer light–
tissue interactions, which can signicantly reduce light scat-
tering and decrease tissue autouorescence. As a result, NIR-II
imaging exhibits high SBR and allows for deeper penetration
into biological tissues, enabling more efficient in vivo
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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imaging.155 A diverse array of NIR-II uorophores has been
developed for uorescence imaging, encompassing quantum
dots (QDs),156 gold nanoshells,157 rare-earth doped NPs,158 and
semiconductor polymers.159

In one study, in order to achieve real-time tumor monitoring
and accurate tumor surgical guidance, Ag2Te quantum dots
were self-assembled with PLGA NPs and then wrapped with 4T1
cell membrane to obtain membrane camouage nanoparticles
(CPQDs) (Fig. 9A).42 The platform demonstrates exceptional
uorescence brightness and remarkable stability within the NIR
II window. The uorescence intensity of the colloidal quantum
dots (CPQDs) remains at 97% even under continuous exposure
to an 808 nm laser, while the ICG only maintains a uorescence
intensity of 24% (Fig. 9B). Furthermore, the penetration depth
of CPQDs (z7 mm) was more than twice that of ICG (3 mm)
under the same conditions (Fig. 9C). The pharmacokinetic
study was performed in ICR mice, which were intravenously
injected with PBS solution containing unmodied PQDs, PEG-
coated control (PPQDs) and CPQDs. According to the quanti-
tative analysis of Ag+, the t1/2 of CPQDs was 7.4 h, while those of
PQDs and PPQDs were 1.6 h and 6 h, respectively (Fig. 9D).
PQDs, PPQDs and CPQDs were intravenously injected into nude
mice subcutaneously transplanted with 4T1 tumor for in vivo
Fig. 9 (A) Schematic illustration of the nanobioprobe preparation and
acid); PQDs: NIR II fluorescent assembly of Ag2Te QDs and PLGA; CVs: c
fluorescence. (B) The photostability of the PQDs, PPQDs, CPQDs, and IC
(C) NIR II images of the CPQDs and ICG for different tissue thicknesses. (D
blood as measured by the Ag+ content. (E) In vivo NIR II FL imaging of 4T1
course of 48 p.i. Adapted with permission from ref. 42. Copyright © 201

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
uorescence imaging. The whole-body NIR II uorescence
images were collected at 48 h. CPQDs showed higher uores-
cence intensity in the tumor (Fig. 9E). This study, conrms that
uorescence imaging mediated by membrane-encapsulated
nanoparticles holds great promise as a cancer treatment
strategy.

4.5.2 Photoacoustic (PA) imaging. PA imaging is a modality
that converts absorbed photon energy into acoustic energy.
When a pulsed laser is applied, the contrast agent absorbs light
energy and converts it to thermal energy, resulting in a tempo-
rary expansion of the tissue due to thermoelastic effects and the
generation of ultrasound waves at megahertz frequencies.
These PA waves can be captured by an ultrasound transducer
and, with the help of a reconstruction algorithm, transformed
into an image depicting the spatial distribution of light
absorption within the tissue.160,161 The PA signal can penetrate
up to 8 cm, allowing for imaging of deeper tissues.162 To date,
a variety of contrast agents have been reported for PA imaging,
including inorganic contrast agents such as gold NPs,163 Fe3O4

NPs,164 carbon nanotubes165 and organic contrast agents
including anthocyanin dyes166 and ICG.167 Achieving target
specicity for deep tissue tumors remains a formidable chal-
lenge in cancer PA imaging. Therefore, employing cancer cell
application. QDs: Ag2Te quantum dots; PLGA: poly(lactic-co-glycolic
ell membrane-derived vesicles; CPQDs: CVs-camouflaged PQDs; FL:
G in terms of FL intensities under continuous 808 nm laser irradiation.
) Concentration–time profiles of the PQDs, PPQDs, and CPQDs in the
tumor-bearing mice injected with PQDs, PPQDs, and CPQDs over the
9 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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membranes as specic targeting agents represents a promising
strategy.

In one study, the melanoma B16 F10 cell membranes were
used to camouage hollow copper sulde NPs loaded with DOX
and ICG (ID-HCuSNP@B16 F10) by Wu et al..168 In the ID-
HCuSNP@B16 F10 system, CuS NPs can serve as both a photo-
thermal agent and a contrast agent for PA imaging. With the
inclusion of DOX and ICG, chemotherapy, PTT, and PA imaging
can be simultaneously performed. The loading efficiency of ID-
HCuSNP@B16 F10 for ICG and DOX was 98% and 85%,
respectively. Aer laser irradiation, the release of both drugs
increased. Compared with HCuSNPs, ID-HCuSNP@B16F10 NPs
exhibited a higher temperature at the same irradiation time,
indicating that the loading of ICG produced an additional
photothermal effect. This was further evaluated in the B16F10
tumor model. Mice were given intravenous injections of IDH-
CuSNP@B16F10, ID-HCuSNPs. Accumulation of ID-
HCuSNPs@B16F10 in tumors was much higher than that in
the IDHCuSNP group, and a strong local PA signal could be
observed in the tumor area 4 h aer injection. Aer 14 days of
treatment, the tumor volume of the ID-HCuSNP@B16F10 +
laser treatment group was signicantly reduced.

4.5.3 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).MRI is capable of
generating high-resolution so tissue anatomical images,
making it a valuable clinical imaging tool in cancer treatment.86

The longitudinal relaxation time (T1) and transverse relaxation
time (T2) of normal and diseased tissues in the human body, as
well as the proton density values, are the basis for MRI's ability
to distinguish normal from diseased tissues.169 The use of
contrast agents improves imaging contrast between normal and
diseased tissue for imaging purposes. Depending on the
mechanism of action, MRI contrast agents can be categorized as
TI contrast agents, T1 contrast agents that increase the signal in
T1-weighted imaging, resulting in positive/bright contrast
enhancement. The other category is T2 contrast agents, which
decrease signal in T2-weighted imaging, resulting in negative/
dark contrast enhancement.170 Currently available T1 contrast
agents are mostly paramagnetic complexes, while T2 contrast
agents are mostly superparamagnetic iron oxides. Binding the
contrast agent to the cancer cell membrane enhances imaging
of the contrast agent in the tumor.

Li et al.171 prepared magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (LH-
Fe3O4@M) coated with colorectal cancer cell membrane and
loaded with lycorine hydrochloride for homologous targeting,
MRI and chemotherapy. The T1 and T2 relaxation values
measured by the MRI scanner demonstrated that LH-Fe3O4@M
exhibited an relaxation rate (r2/r1) > 10, indicating a pronounced
T2 effect when used as a contrast agent. HT29 tumor-bearing
mouse tumor model was established for in vivo T2-weighted
imaging. Cross-sectional images of the tumor showed
a distinct MR signal within the tumor at LH-Fe3O4@M 20 h aer
injection. Moreover, the degree of contrast enhancement of
negative signal in the tumor area was greater than that in the
PBS group and PEG modied Fe3O4 (Fe3O4@PEG), indicating
that the cell membrane coating guided LH-Fe3O4@M to further
accumulate at the tumor site. The chemotherapeutic drug,
lycorine hydrochloride, exhibited a loading efficiency of 32.68%
10624 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
in LH-Fe3O4@M. Subsequently, this system was employed in
nude mice with HT29 tumors for a duration of 20 days, wherein
LH-Fe3O4@M demonstrated remarkable efficacy in chemo-
therapy and achieved a substantial tumor ablation rate.

4.5.4 Multimodal imaging. The use of CCM-NPs as
a contrast agent has been increasingly expanded to multimodal
imaging systems, allowing for the combination of multiple
modalities to complement the limitations of a single imaging
modality and signicantly improve diagnostic accuracy.

In a recent study, triple-negative breast cancer MDA-MB-231
cell membrane was used to camouage Gd3+-doped UCNPs.172

This CCm231-UCNPs were designed to enable tumor visualiza-
tion by combining upconversion luminescence (UCL), MRI, and
positron emission tomography (PET), and further distinguish
different subtypes of breast cancer. In this multimodal imaging,
UCL can reach deep into the tissue by using NIR laser as an
excitation source, avoiding autouorescence of biological
tissues. MRI provides high spatial resolution. PEF has high
sensitivity and unlimited detection depth. In vivo, NPs were
injected into MDA-MB-231 tumor-bearing nude mice. UCL
imaging, MRI, and PET imaging showed that, compared with
the erythrocyte membrane-coated UCNPs (RBCm-UCNPs) and
UCNPs groups, the CCm231-UCNPs group exhibited high uptake
by the tumor and low uptake by the liver. Subsequently, CCm231-
UCNPs were injected into MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 tumor-
bearing mice, the accumulation of CCm231-UCNPs in MDA-
MB-231 tumors was higher than that in MCF-7 tumors
through three imaging modalities, effectively differentiating
different subtypes of breast cancer. In another complex system,
A549 cancer cell membrane camouaged nanoprobes (AM-
PP@ICGNPs) containing peruoro-15-crown-5-ether (PFCE)
and ICG demonstrated accurate tumor diagnosis and PTT
effects.87 In this system, PFCE is an excellent 19F MRI reagent,
ICG is used for for NIR uorescence and PA imaging. Thus, the
probe can be imaged in three modes. The ICG content in
PP@ICGNPs was about 1.2%, and the temperature of the solu-
tion containing AM-PP@ICGNPs rose to 56.5 °C under contin-
uous 765 nm NIR laser irradiation, demonstrating the
photothermal effect of AM-PP@ICGNPs. Lung cancer A549 cell
membrane coating signicantly promoted PP@ICGNPs tumor
targeting and retention. The location and distribution of AM-
PP@ICGNPs within the tumor were comprehensively observed
by three-mode imaging. Furthermore, tumor volume was
reduced by 86% in the AM-PP@ICGNPs group in response to
ICG-induced PTT.
4.6 Immunotherapy

Tumor immunotherapy has become an important option for
tumor treatment because it stimulates the immune system to
kill tumor.173,174 CCM-NPs serve as drug carriers for tumor
immunotherapy, deliver tumor-specic antigens, and activate
downstream immune responses for anti-tumor effects. There-
fore, modulating of tumoral immunity via CCM-NPs is an
effective tumor treatment method.

In 2014, Fang et al.43 wrapped mouse melanoma B16–F10
cell membrane around PLGA NPs by physical extrusion
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 (A) Preparation of cancer cell membrane-coated NPs and mechanism of their application in immunization. Surface of cancer cell
membrane is rich in antigen and isotype adhesion molecules, which are retained on NPs after coating to deliver antigens to immune cells and
target homologous tumor cells. (B) Dendritic cells were incubated with blank solution, B16–F10 cells coated NPs (B16–F10 CCNPs), or B16–F10
CCNPswith MPLA as adjuvant for 48 h. Cells were then immunostained with CD11c antibody as a DCmarker and CD40, CD80, or CD86 antibody
as a maturation marker, and the maturation of DCs was analyzed by flow cytometry. (C) Phase-contrast microscopy images of DCs treated with
blank solution, CCNPs, or MPLA for 24 h and splenocytes from pmel-1 transgenic mice after co-culture for 72 h. T lymphocytes were clustered
around DCs. (D) Specific response of IFNg to melanoma-associated gp100 antigen was detected by ELISA at 24, 48 and 72 h after co-culture.
Adapted with permission from ref. 43, copyright© 2014 American Chemical Society, unless otherwise noted.
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(Fig. 10A) and demonstrated that the tumor-associated antigen
glycoprotein 100 of melanoma was present on the CCNPs.
When bound to the immune adjuvant monophosphoryl lipid A
(MPLA), CCNPs induced the maturation of DCs, with signi-
cant upregulation of the maturation markers CD40, CD80, and
CD86 (Fig. 10B). When CCNPs with MPLA were added to DCs
and co-cultured with splenocytes from transgenic pmel-1 mice,
the splenocytes clustered signicantly around the DCs
(Fig. 10C), and produced signicantly higher levels of the
cytokine interferon-gamma (IFNg) (Fig. 10D). This strategy has
also been applied in tumor vaccines. Gan et al.175 prepared CpG
loaded and B16–F10 cancer cell membrane-encapsulated
aluminum phosphate NPs (APMC), and demonstrated their
effectiveness as a vaccine. Due to the coating of cancer cell
membrane, APMC carry a comprehensive tumor antigen,
showing specic anti-tumor immune function. Different
formulations to bone marrow-derived DCs (BMDCs) were
added in vitro, APMC and free cell membrane + CpG signi-
cantly promoted the maturation of BMDCs, which possibly due
to the co-binding of the cancer cell membrane and immune
adjuvant to promote the immune response. In vivo, APMC was
efficiently delivered to mouse lymph nodes and signicantly
increased co-uptake of tumor antigen and CpG by lymph node
resident APCs. The immune response to NPs was tested by
measuring the cytokines secreted by T cells and lymph node
cells. The results showed that APMC promoted higher levels of
cytokine secretion than the other NPs. In addition, the tumor
prevention and treatment effects of the vaccine were tested in
B16–F10 tumor-bearing mice. The results of the prophylactic
mouse model showed that the mean tumor volume at day 20 in
the APMC treatment group was only about 200 mm3, compared
with more than 2000 mm3 in the PBS group. Similar results
were obtained in the antitumor model, and the APMC group
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
had the highest median survival time of 30 days. Finally, safety
evaluation revealed no organ toxicity or inammatory reac-
tions caused by APMC.

Despite the initial success of emerging immunotherapies,
solid tumors are oen immunosuppressive, leading to inefficient
and resistant anti-tumor immune responses. A rational combi-
nation of multiple therapeutic modalities may become an
effective strategy in the ght against cancer. Currently immu-
notherapy is oen used in combination with chemotherapy, PTT
or PDT for the treatment of tumors. Certain chemotherapy
agents such as docetaxel (DTX) can promote the polarization of
tumor-growing M2-like tumor-associated macrophages into
tumor-inhibiting M1-like macrophages, effectively reverse the
immunosuppressive TME.176 PTT locally kills tumors and
induces dead cells to release tumor-associated antigens thereby
activating the immune response.177 Chen et al.178 used cancer cell
membrane-encapsulated PLGA nanospheres (M@P-PDR) with
a core loaded with Prussian blue NPs, and a shell encapsulated
with DTX and the immune adjuvant imiquimod (R837). Cancer
cell membrane encapsulation enhanced tumor targeting and
accumulation of nanospheres, and the accumulation at the
tumor site was 2.49 times higher in the M@P-PDR group than in
the unencapsulated group (P-PDR) aer 8 h of injection in vivo.
The Prussian blue NPs acted as photothermal conductive agents,
and under laser irradiation, the PTT effect was triggered, which
in combination with DTX induces tumor eradication in situ. The
results of ex vivo and in vivo immunoreactivity showed that the
DC maturation level was signicantly higher in the M@P-PDR +
laser group compared with that in the membrane-encapsulated
NPs + laser group without R837 and that in the M@P-PDR
group, suggesting that the integration of PTT with R837 has
a stronger ability to promote DC maturation. Further, the addi-
tion of DTX promoted the repolarization ofM2-like macrophages
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10625
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to M1 mode. This bionic nanoplatform combined with chemo-
therapy, PTT, and immune adjuvant effectively inhibited the
growth and metastasis of the primary tumor, and at the end of
treatment, there was no signicant tumor recurrence. In addi-
tion, by monitoring the survival rate of mice in each group, the
mice in the M@P-PDR + laser group all survived without signif-
icant tumor recurrence within 57 days.
5 Surface modification of CCM-NPs

CCM-NPs effectively deliver drugs and attack targets on
different types of tumor. However, single-cell types have inad-
equate molecular functionality of the membrane, reducing the
drug delivery efficiency to the tumor sites. To produce multi-
functional CCM-NPs, additional functions are usually required.
Current strategies for functionalizing CCM-NPs include phys-
ical, chemical, and genetic modication and membrane fusion
(Fig. 11, Table 3).
5.1 Physical modication

Physical modications are relatively mild and mainly based on
the lipid structure and uidity of the cell membrane. Lipid
insertion is a common and simple modication method, in
which the functional part linked to the lipid can be spontane-
ously integrated into the phospholipid bilayer via hydrophobic
interactions (Fig. 11A).

In one study, Yang et al.179 loaded R837 (an anti-toll-like
receptor 7 agonist) into PLGA NPs and then coated the NPs
with B16-OVA cancer cell membrane to obtain NP-R@M, which
was subsequently modied with mannose on the cell
Fig. 11 Strategies for functionalization of CCM-NPs. (A) Physical engine
their affinity for cell membrane. (B) Chemical engineering: N3 modified o
click chemical reaction. (C) Genetic engineering: required products are
translation. (D) Cell membrane fusion: two types of cell membranes are f
types.
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membrane by lipid-anchoring method. In this NP-R@M–M
system, mannose was believed to specically target APCs. The
cancer cell membranes provide tumor-specic antigens, and
R837 is an immune adjuvant to enhance tumor immuno-
therapy. Owing to the additional PEG chains anchored on the
NP surface, the DLS analysis showed that the particle size of NP-
R@M increased aer mannose modication. In vitro studies
have shown signicantly enhanced uptake of NP-R@M–M by
BMDCs and more efficient triggering of DC maturation. Aer
injection into the le foot of mice, NP-R@M–M had a much
higher retention rate in the lymph nodes than NP-R@M.
Finally, in mice immunized three times at 1 week intervals
with different formulations and then attacked with B16-OVA
melanoma cells on day 7 aer the last injection, NP-R@M–M
showed the strongest anti-tumor efficacy and triggered the
upregulation of IFN-g production, demonstrating powerful
tumor prevention. In addition, the lipid tails in polyethylene
glycol lipid derivatives (e.g., DSPE-PEG2000) can easily be
inserted into the vesicle's membrane layer. PEG-modied cell
membranes can be obtained by physically extruding cell
membranes with DSPE-PEG2000 through a 220 nm poly-
carbonate membrane.39 This modication has been shown to
reduce non-specic binding between NPs and serum proteins
and protect them from phagocytosis, thereby prolonging their
t1/2 in vivo.
5.2 Chemical modication

A common in chemical engineering strategies is the modica-
tion of cell membranes with azide (N3) using intrinsic
ering: functional lipid molecules anchored to cell membrane through
n the membrane binds to endo BCN or DBCOmodified compound via
expressed on cell membrane surface through gene transcription and
used, allowing NPs to co-express surface features of two different cell

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Surface modifications of CCM-NPs

Modied molecule Modication strategies Membrane source NP core Outcomes Ref.

Mannose Lipid insertion B16-OVA PLGA Increasing the uptake of BMDCs and
triggering DC maturation more
effectively

179

DSPE-PEG Lipid insertion MCF-7 PLGA Reducing nonspecic binding between
NPs and serum proteins

39

cRGD Click chemistry reaction GL261 CaCO3 Binding to avb3 integrin and promoting
blood–brain barrier penetration

180

Anti-CD205 Click chemistry reaction 4T1 Fe3O4 Targeting CD8+ dc promotes an effective
immune response

181

M2pep peptide Genetic engineering KPC PLGA Targeting tumor-associated
macrophages signicantly reduced the
percentage of M2-like macrophages

182

Ovalbumin and CD80 Genetic engineering Wild-type B16–F10 PLGA Enhancing the activation of antigen-
specic T cells and triggering immune
responses

183

— Cell membrane fusion RBCs, B16–F10 Hollow copper sulde Enhancing circulation in vivo and
inhibiting tumor growth

185

— Cell membrane fusion Bacteria, B16–F10 Hollow polydopamine Ability to stimulate the maturation of
dendritic cells and enhance anti-tumor

100
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biosynthesis, which can be conjugated with functional
compounds via clicking chemical reactions (Fig. 11B).

Zhao et al.180 designed CaCO3 NPs with positive targeting
effects that could penetrate the blood–brain barrier. First,
tumor cells were pretreated with N-azi-doacetylmannosamine-
tetraacylated to enable N3 to attach to the cell surface. The
membrane was then co-extruded with CaCO3 NPs loaded with
mRNA (mRNA@CaCO3 NPs) to form the membrane-coated
CaCO3 NPs (mRNA@CMCaCO3 NPs). Subsequently, the arg-gy-
asp (cRGD) is produced between N3 on the surface of the cell
membrane and the alkynyl group of the pre-synthesized endo-
bicyclo[6.1.0]nonyne (BCN)-cRGD (endo-BCN-cRGD) and
attached to the mRNA@CM-CaCO3 NPs surface, resulting in
mRNA@cRGD-CM-CaCO3 NPs. In this system, cRGD bound to
the integrin receptor avb3, which is overexpressed in tumor
neovasculogenesis, promoting the blood–brain barrier pene-
tration of NPs. The membrane coatings may further improve
the targeting ability of NPs aer crossing the blood–brain
barrier. In vitro and in vivo targeting assays conrmed that
compared to mRNA@CM-CaCO3 NPs, mRNA@cRGD-CM-
CaCO3 NPs were heavily internalized by glioma cells, showing
a good anti-tumor effect. Similarly, Li et al.181 designed cancer
cell membrane containing N3 to coat the surface of Fe3O4

magnetic nanoclusters (MNCs). Then dibenzocyclooctyne
(DBCO)-modied anti-CD205 was spliced with N3 on the cell
membrane by a click reaction to form anti-CD205-modied
cancer cell membrane-encapsulated CpG oligodeoxynucleotide
(CpG-ODN)-loaded MNC (A/M/C-MNC). Anti-CD205 modica-
tion directs more MNCs to CD8+ DCs, promoting an effective
immune response, and the camouaged cancer cell membrane
acts as an antigen reservoir, further promoting the effective
presentation of related antigens. Five tumor models were
established, and A/M/C-MNC showed preventive and thera-
peutic effects.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Chemical modications can display new functional groups
on cell membranes that can confer a wider range of functions to
NPs. However, chemical modication involves many chemical
reactions, and the activity of over-modied membrane proteins
may be disrupted. Therefore, the reaction conditions should be
controlled during the preparation process.
5.3 Genetic modication

Gene modication involves expressing a desired protein or
peptide on the cell membrane surface via viral or non-viral
transduction to achieve a targeted or therapeutic function
(Fig. 11C). Compared to natural cells, genetically modied cells
have good reproducibility and modiable functions and are
commonly used in tumor vaccines and immunotherapy.

Wang et al.182 transfected pancreatic cancer KPC cells with
lentivirus encoding M2pep, a peptide targeting M2 macrophages,
and conrmed the presence of M2pep on KPC cell membranes by
CLSM visualization. Then, M2pep-expressing KPC cell
membranes (KMCM) were encapsulated on the surface of
gemcitabine-loaded PLGA NPs, and biomimetic NPs
(PG@KMCM) were synthesized for co-targeting of macrophages
and tumors. Co-incubation with macrophages in vitro resulted in
rapid internalization of PG@KMCM, which signicantly induced
M2 macrophage death and reduced the macrophage M2/M1
population ratio compared to NPs (PG@KCM) not encapsulated
with M2pep-modied cell membranes, suggesting that the
modication of M2pep enhanced nanomedicine delivery in
macrophages. In the KPC tumor mouse model, owing to the
homotypic binding of cancer cell membrane coating and
macrophage targeting by M2pep, PG@KMCM showed enhanced
tumor accumulation and prolonged retention time compared to
PG@KCM and non-membrane-coated NPs, which effectively
augmented the efficacy of gemcitabine and led to a dramatic
reduction in tumor size. Subsequently, the percentage of
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10627
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macrophages in the tumor was detected, and ow cytometry
results showed that PG@KMCM signicantly reduced the
percentage of M2-like macrophages, conrming the effectiveness
of the PG@KMCM nanosystems as a dual tumor cell and
macrophage targeting therapy for tumor treatment. In addition,
PG@KMCM combined with PD-L1 immune checkpoint inhibitor
treatment was able to effectively reprogram the TME and kill
cancer cells, thereby increasing the overall therapeutic potential.

In a recent study, Jiang et al.183 used viral transfection to
overexpress two different proteins in the cell membrane of the
wild-type B16-F10 (B16-WT) murine melanoma cell line. The
rst is the cytoplasmic form of ovalbumin (OVA), which
provides a wide range of immune tools for antigen modeling.
The other is the co-stimulatory marker CD80, which binds to
the CD28 receptor on T cells, thereby promoting the activation
of homologous T cells. Cell line B16-CD80/OVA was obtained,
and then the cell membrane of B16-CD80/OVA was coated on
the nanoparticles to prepare [CD80/OVA] NPs. Western blot-
ting analysis and ow cytometry conrmed the expression of
the OVA protein and the co-stimulatory marker CD80 in B16-
CD80/OVA cells. Incubated in vitro with OT-I splenocytes,
[CD80/OVA] NPs showed enhanced antigen-specic T cell
activation. To verify the distribution of the CD80/OVA NPs in
vivo, an OT-I mouse model was established, and aer subcu-
taneous injection, immunouorescence images showed a large
amount of CD80/OVA NPs uorescence near the CD8+ T cells.
Then, in a C57BL/6 mouse model of adoptive OT-I spleen cells,
the CD80/OVA NPs signicantly upregulated the CD69 activa-
tion marker of adoptively transferred CD8+ T cells and the level
of IFNg secreted by the lymph node cells. Finally, an immu-
noactive tumor model was developed. Compared with the
other groups, the CD80/OVA NPs demonstrated better
preventive and anti-tumor effects, with the slowest tumor
growth and longest survival in mice.

Genetic engineering typically involves integrating exogenous
genetic material into the genome of the target cell, followed by
its combination with nanomaterials, which exhibit a high
degree of stability. However, this process is relatively complex.
5.4 Cell membrane fusion

In addition to directly modifying the membrane surface or
CCM-NPs, preparing hybrid cell membranes by fusing two
different types of cell membranes is a common means of
expanding the functions of cell membranes (Fig. 11D). In 2017,
Zhang et al.184 prepared novel hybrid membrane-coated NPs by
mixing RBC membrane with platelet membrane. The hybrid
membrane could exhibit the properties of both types of cells,
opening the door for producing biomimetic NPs with different
hybrid functions. Recently, cancer cell membranes have been
hybridized with several types of cell membranes for use in
tumor therapy.

In one study, Wang et al.185 fused membrane materials from
RBCs and B16–F10 cells, coated on DOX-loaded hollow copper
sulde nanoparticles (DCuS@[RBC–B16] NPs). To prepare the
mixed membrane, the B16–F10 cell membrane solution was
mixed with the erythrocyte membrane solution at a mass ratio
10628 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637
of 1 : 1. And, the [RBC–B16] membrane was then obtained by
sonication for 10 minutes at 37 °C. To validate the fusion, two
different dyes were added to B16–F10 cell membrane to form
a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) pair, and the uo-
rescence gradually decreased at 670 nm as the number of
erythrocytes increased, suggesting that the intercalation of the
two membrane materials reduced the FRET interactions on the
original B16–F10 cell membrane. At the protein level, the
characteristic proteins on both RBC membrane and B16 cell
membrane were retained in the hybridized membrane. The
researchers also labeled the B16–F10 cell membrane with DiO,
labeled the red cell membrane with 1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-
tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI), and then
prepared a hybrid membrane coated on the nanoparticles.
CLSM images showed overlapping signals of DiO and DiI, all of
which demonstrated the successful fusion of the two cell
membranes. DCuS@[RBC–B16] NPs exhibited self-recognition
in vivo, with higher accumulation at the tumor site compared
to the other groups. Under NIR irradiation, the tumor inhibi-
tion rate of DCuS@[RBC–B16] NPs reached almost 100%. In
addition to mammalian cell membranes, the bacterial outer
membrane vesicles (OMV), a natural vesicles secreted by Gram-
negative bacteria that contains many pathogen-associated
molecular patterns, has been used as a drug carrier, vaccine
delivery agent, and cancer immunotherapeutic agent.186 Wang
et al.100 used a similar method to mix OMVs derived from
Escherichia coli DH5a with B16–F10 cell membranes at a weight
ratio of 1 : 1, resulting in the formation of hybrid membranes
(OMV-CC), which were then coated on hollow polydopamine
(HPDA) NPs to obtain HPD@[OMV-CC] NPs. In this system,
OMV acts as an immunotherapeutic agent. In the in vivo
distribution, HPDA@[OMV-CC] NPs accumulated abundantly
on tumor tissues and lymph nodes. The tumor inhibition rate of
the HPDA@[OMV-CC] NPs + NIR irradiation-treated group was
about 99.9%.

In summary, several types of CCM-NPs have been developed
and demonstrated excellent anti-tumor effects. The function-
ality of CCM-NPs is mainly achieved by membrane coatings, in
addition to other functions provided by the NP core, such as
drug loading, photothermal, photodynamic, chemodynamic,
sonodynamic, or imaging functions. To achieve the best anti-
cancer effect, combinations of various approaches are oen
used. For example, drug delivery can be coupled with PTT, SDT
to achieve on-demand drug release. In immunotherapy, only
relying on antigens on the surface of tumor cells may not be
sufficient to induce an anti-tumor adaptive immune response,
so it needs to be combined with immune adjuvants. In short,
these CCM-NPs have excelled in drug delivery, noninvasive
treatments, tumor imaging, and have also brought great success
to immunotherapy.
6 Patents of CCM coating technology

With the development and application of CCM-NPs, an
increasing number of related patent applications have been
led in the past decade. Table 4 lists the patent applications for
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 4 Patents of CCM-NPs

Patent number Patent title Applicants Filling year

CN110559448 Targeted siRNA delivery bionic nanoparticle as well as
preparation method and application thereof

Guangzhou Medical University 2019

US20210338583 Cell membrane lipid-extracted nanoparticles for selective
targeting image analysis and cancer therapy

Robert B. Campbell 2019

CN111821283 Zinc glutamate-coated Prussian blue nanoparticles with
triphenylphosphine-clonidamine coated with cancer cell
membrane and preparation method thereof

Huaqiao University 2020

CN112603999 Tumor microenvironment response type nanoparticle based on
biomimetic engineering as well as preparation method and
application thereof

Chongqing Medical University 2020

CN112494495 Preparation method of cancer cell membrane chimeric liposome
nano drug delivery system

Tianjin Medical University 2020

CN113368079 Cancer cell membrane-coated drug-loaded lignin nanoparticles
as well as preparation method and application thereof

Jinan University 2021

CN112791062 Targeting nanomaterial with cell membrane coated with Au–
Fe3O4 as well as preparation method and application of targeting
nanomaterial

Qilu University of Technology 2021

CN113876691 Hydrogel encapsulating target lncRNA pvt1 nanoparticles and
preparation method and application thereof

Union Hospital, Tongji Medical
College, Huazhong University of
Science and Technology

2021

CN113648289 Arginine deiminase lipid nanoparticles wrapped by lung cancer
cell membrane and preparation method of arginine deiminase
lipid nanoparticles

Chongqing Medical University 2021

CN113694216 Nano diagnosis and treatment agent as well as preparation
method and application thereof

Shenzhen University 2021

CN114146064 Genetically engineered cell membrane bionic nano-microsphere
with pancreatic cancer microenvironment targeting and method
thereof

Zhejiang University 2021

CN114569578 Preparation and application of bionic nanoparticles based on
double-drug co-assembly and having phototherapy and
chemotherapy functions

Fuzhou University 2022

CN114949213 Collagenase functionalized bionic drug-loaded gold nanocage as
well as preparation method and application thereof

Zhejiang University 2022
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CCM-NPs in recent years. These applications highlight the
gradual popularization of bionic drug designs.
7 Conclusion and perspectives

Bionanotechnology based on camouaged natural cell
membranes may overcome the poor stability, short elimination
times, and systemic side effects of unmodied drugs. Due to the
specic surface proteins, cancer cell membrane-encapsulation
technology achieves safe and efficient therapeutic effects by
fully replicating these surface protein structures from cells to
NPs, conferring signicant immunocompatibility. CCM-NPs
can specically target homogeneous tumor sites. In addition,
because cancer cells have an unlimited ability to multiply and
do not require complex culture conditions, it is easy to obtain
large amounts of cell membranes. CCM-NPs have attracted
extensive attention in drug delivery, immunotherapy, vaccine
application, and tumor imaging research in recent years,
achieving good experimental results. This paper reviews the
preparation, characterization, and application of CCM-NPs, the
successful development of CCM-NPs demonstrates that cancer
cell membranes are high-quality donors and that CCM-NPs are
a promising platform for nanomedicine.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
CCM-NPs have unique biological and interfacial properties,
which also pose some challenges to its clinical translation. First,
CCM-NPs are usually administered intravenously for anti-tumor
therapy. However, nuclear and genetic material in cancer cells
may pose a carcinogenic risk if not completely removed, thus
inevitably raising concerns among patients about whether the
use of CCM-NPs will introduce tumors into the body. In addition,
tumor cell lysates are composed of complex components, many
of which are endogenous non-tumor associated antigenic
substances. On the contrary, cancer cell membranes have
a higher proportion of tumor antigens and can more effectively
act as a variety of tumor antigens to mimic the cancer-specic
immune response.187 Therefore, in the process of preparing
CCM-NPs, it is necessary to obtain a high purity of cancer cell
membrane. Secondly, various strategies, such as co-extrusion
and ultrasound, have been developed to fuse cancer cell
membrane with NPs. However, different experimental responses
have slightly different parameters, such as the number of extru-
sions, ultrasound time, and ultrasound frequency. Moreover, the
relevant studies are laboratory-based, so the wrapping efficiency
at a large production scale cannot be guaranteed. Therefore,
there is a need to optimize the preparation process and stan-
dards of unied CCM-NPs for large-scale production. Third, the
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 10608–10637 | 10629
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models utilized in most experiments involving CCM-NPs are
based on two-dimensional (2D) systems with immortalized
cancer cell lines, which hinders the reconstruction of the unique
physicochemical properties of the human TME.188 Although in
vivo animal models offer a better option for overcoming the
limitations of 2D models, they are costly and time-consuming.
Additionally, immunosuppressed mice derived from human-
ized xenogras lack the tumor immune microenvironment and
do not fully represent cancer patients.189 Therefore, using
advanced research models such as the three-dimensional (3D)
organ-on-chip platform to simulate the key structural and func-
tional characteristics of the tumor microenvironment in vivo
would be a good choice. These organ-on-a-chip models integrate
3D cell culture, tissue engineering, andmicrouidic technologies
to replicate the dynamic and pathophysiological response
processes of TME in real-timemonitoringmode.190,191 Thismodel
has been applied to various tumors, enabling the study of tumor
development in a more closely aligned TME and providing
amore realistic reection of the dynamic changes of drugs in vivo
and their effects on organs.192–195 Furthermore, membrane
modication is an effective strategy to develop a multifunctional
delivery platform for CCM-NPs. At present, the main strategies
for membrane modication include physical, chemical and
genetic modication, or fusion with other types of cell
membranes. Although signicant results have been achieved in
related studies, the appropriate reaction conditions should be
controlled during cellular functionalization, especially chemical
reactions, to prohibit using reagents that impair cellular activity
and ensure that the membrane protein activity is not disturbed.
Finally, ensuring the CCM-NPs stability is key in clinical
conversion. During prolonged storage, the cell membrane lipid
components may be exposed to oxidation or CCM-NPs contam-
ination by pyrogens and viruses. Therefore, developing quality
standards for CCM-NPs stability or freezing agents that do not
destroy the cell membrane components may be helpful.

In conclusion, despite ongoing challenges in achieving
clinical translation, CCM-NPs possess undeniable natural
advantages and great potential in anti-tumor applications. With
continuous research, CCM-NPs will become a promising nano-
delivery platform and play an important role in biomedical
elds.
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 Transmission electron microscopy
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